
OUTLAWED MATINGS

Catzinc will not accept for registration in any section for the following unless otherwise stated.

Cymric      Manx      Tasman Manx     to the following

Cymric      Manx      Tasman Manx    Scottish Fold and their Variants    Highland Fold and their Variants

Celtic Fold and their Variants      Gaelic Fold and their Variants

Highland Fold     Scottish Fold   to the following

Cymric      Manx       Tasman Manx    and their tailed varieties

no fold to fold matings     i.e. Scottish Fold    Highland Fold    Gaelic Fold    Celtic  Fold

note this does not mean the initial matings for another breed or when the folded ear gene is lost within 

another program.

i.e. Celtic Variant is allowed to a Scottish Fold or a Highland Fold to  bring back the folded gene 

same for a Gaelic variant short leg no fold to bring back the folded gene 

This applies only when the Folded Gene is lost from the Celtic or gaelic Programmes

Bambino to the following

Bambino or Variant to any other breed  

Other then the following when a gene for the breed is lost within a programme

then  a variant or Bambino can be mated to either a Sphynx    Munchkin   or    Napoleon 

to bring back the lost gene and in the case of imports where countries have allowed

Bambino to Bambino matings  matings to Sphynx     Munchkin   or   Napoleon to increase the gene pool

Celtic  Fold   to the following

Cymric      Manx       Tasman Manx    and their tailed varieties   Celtic Variants  in any other breed

no fold to fold matings     i.e. Scottish Fold    Highland Fold    Gaelic Fold    Celtic  Fold

note this does not mean the initial matings for another breed or when the folded ear gene is lost within 

another program.

i.e. Celtic Variant is allowed to a Scottish Fold or a Highland Fold to  bring back the folded gene 

This applies only when the Folded Gene is lost from the Celtic  Program

Gaelic Fold to the following

Gaelic Fold    Scottish Fold and their Variants  Highland Fold and their Variants  Celtic Fold and their Variants

Cymric      Manx       Tasman Manx    and their tailed varieties    Lambkin  or Skookum

No gaelic Variants in any other breed with the exception of the following

Short leg non fold to a Highland Fold  Scottish Fold  or Celtic Fold   to bring back the folded gene into the program

Long leg Fold to a munchkin or Napoleon to bring back the short legs into the program



Short leg non fold to a Highland Fold  Scottish Fold  or Celtic Fold   to bring back the folded gene into the program


